
Come

Learn With

Me!! 

Activity

pack full

of FUN!

Let's get creative!

"Me, Myself

and My Body"





Rules for kids and grown ups.
I am the boss

of my body.

I always listen to

my inner voice. 

Everyone's private

parts are PRIVATE.

We do not play

games with private

parts. 

I know my name,

address and my

parents name. This is to

ONLY be shared with a

TRUSTED grown up. 

I do NOT have to do

anything that is

making me feel

unsafe. It is ok to say

NO to a grown up or

even bigger kid. 

Safe grown ups will not ask

children for help they will

seek another trusted grown

up. Be safe an aware.

You should not keep

SECRET'S from your

parent's. No one

should ever tell you to

keep a secret, from

your parent's

especially if the secret

is about private part's. 

I always get

permission from a

trusted grown up

before i  go

anywhere. If i am not

allowed to ask for

permission then the

answer is NO! 

If I ever get lost or seperated

from my grown up, I could

freeze and scream! Or find

another parents with children

and ask for help. 

I never go anywhere or

take anything from a

stranger. No matter

what they say, if I don't

know them I say NO!



Your safety net is a group of people in your life who you feel
comfortable talking to, and feel safe around if you feel you
need to speak about something that you are worried about.

This can be anyone in your life like a good friend not just
family.

Write down all the people in your life that you feel safe
around and can speak to if you feel worried about

something.

my safety net





Bad vibes can come  if you feel unsafe about something or someone.

Here is some ways how your body may tell you are getting these bad

vibes.  

My Bad Vibes 
My Body Let's Me Know

If you are feeling unsafe you need to talk an tell your trusted grown up

from your safety bubble as soon as possible. Remember you are never

in trouble for speaking about how you are feeling. 

REMEMBER

Need to go to the

toilet. 

Wobbley legs. 

Hairs feels like it's

standing on end. 

Sweaty body or face. 

Your heart beats

faster.

Feel sick in your

tummy.

May start to cry.

Goosebumps.

Sweaty palms.

Shakey all over.



Willow and Wesley are playing "The Tickle Monster" with each other. 

 However after a little while, Willow doesn't want to play anymore.   

Willow & Wesley...
Playing tickle monster.  

What should Willow do so Wesley know's she doesn't want to

be tickled anymore?  

Does Wesley have to stop tickeling Willow? 

If someone doesn't like how

their body is being treated even

if it was fun at first, that is ok an

the other person needs to listen

and stop.  

NO STOP are very

important words to use if

someone is doing

something to your body

you do not like. 

Remember if 

anyone says No Stop

you must listen an

respect their body. 



Even grown up's

need to listen and

respect each

other.

Willow & Wesley ...
Visit Auntie Pam and Uncle Jim 

It's better to always ask

someone for a kiss or a hug.

Remember if someone wants

to give you a hug or a kiss you

can say NO.  

Does Wesley have to give his auntie Pam and uncle Jim a hug and a kiss? 

What could Wesley do to greet his auntie and uncle instead of a hug and

a kiss? 

Hugging, kissing and sitting

with or on someone's lap is

always your choice even if

they are family. You can still

say NO.   

Willow and Wesley are visiting auntie Pam and uncle Jim today.

Willow is super excited and can't wait to give them both a big hug

and kiss. Wesley is feeling a little bit shy and doesn't want to give

auntie Pam and uncle Jim a hug or a kiss. 



TELL

What to do if someone is
breaking body safety rules  

Say NO
GO
&

in a BIG voice 

to a save place

with a trusted

grown up

Your trusted grown up! 

Colour me in!! 





Can you draw a line from each body part to the
correct place on the body?   

We all have our own space bubble, this is
like another body around us. When

someone gets to close this could make
you feel uncomfortable. Your space

bubble size may change due to who you
are with, what you are doing or where you
are. we need to respect each others space
bubble, if you feel uncomfortable SPEAK

UP. 

Body Safety 

Feet

Stomach

Eyes

Space bubble

Private parts

Arm

Head

Bottom

Nose
Mouth

Leg

Chest

It's very important that we
know the correct name for
our body parts and where

they are on our bodies, this
can make talking and
explaining a lot easier.

Always remember you are
the BOSS of YOUR body

and to SPEAK UP!  



Private body parts are parts of your body that

other people shouldn't see, we should NOT play

games with our private parts either. Private parts

are your chest, bottom, lips and inbetween your

legs.   

Private parts are covered by clothing,

underwear or swimming suits. If you are

taking a bath, using the bathroom or

getting changed your private parts may

not be covered, these things should be

done in private. We wear underwear to

cover these parts of our body. NO one

should or need to see your private parts. 

If a grown up asks to

see your private parts

or to play a game

involving private

parts and to keep it a

secret you must TELL

a trusted grown up.

You will NOT be in

trouble. 

Private Body Parts 

Sometimes a grown

up may need to see

your private parts this

may be a doctor,

nurse or a parent if

you are not well. This

will always be done

with a parent there

and there permission. 

My body has private parts, everyones body

has private parts, these are private to them

just like yours are private to you.  













Safe word
It is important to have a safe word to use with your

trusted grown up, incase of an emergency where you

need help, but may not be able to speak about it. 

 
 Can you and your grown up decide and

write your safe word in the box below. 



CAN YOU HELPCAN YOU HELPCAN YOU HELP
FIND THE WORDS?FIND THE WORDS?FIND THE WORDS?
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